Feel the experience with WA’s sound & vision experts

SOUND & VISION MOVES US

It affects the way we feel. At West Coast HiFi we use our expertise and passion to bring that experience to you with the very best home theatre packages, hi-fi, wireless music and home automation solutions available.

PRICES WERE CURRENT AT TIME OF PRINTING BUT COULD BE LOWER NOW. CHECK IN-STORE OR ONLINE FOR LATEST PRICES!

SHOP ONLINE AT: westcoasthifi.com.au
Living Room Packages

PACKAGE ONE
Panasonic 65” 4K Ultra HD LED LCD Smart TV and HEOS Home Cinema
Unleash dynamic multimedia entertainment and get true, wide range, high fidelity audio from your favourite TV shows, movies and favourite music tracks.
4K ULTRA-HD LED LCD SMART TV
OPTIMIZED BACKLIGHT CONTROL
MULTI HDR SUPPORT
BI-AMPLIFIED MID-WOOFERS
WIRELESS SUBWOOFER
NEW $3,495

PACKAGE TWO
Samsung 75” 4K Ultra HD LED LCD Smart TV, Denon AV receiver and Samsung Blu-ray Player
Enjoy an immersive, cinematic 4K viewing experience at home with the Samsung 75-inch Smart TV and 5.2-channel Denon AVR-X550BT AV receiver.
PREMIUM 4K ULTRA-HD LED LCD SMART TV
SMART HDR STREAMING SERVICE ACCESS
5.2 CHANNEL DENON AVR-X550BT AV RECEIVER
BUILT IN BLUETOOTH AND USB SUPPORT
BOWERS & WILKINS SPEAKERS
NEW $6,995

PACKAGE THREE
Panasonic 65” 4K UHD Smart OLED TV and Bose Lifestyle 650
Enjoy your favourite media with stunning detail thanks to Panasonic’s next-gen OLED technology and the immersive experience of the Bose Lifestyle 650.
PANASONIC 65 INCH 4K UHD SMART TV
NEXT-GEN OLED TECHNOLOGY
OMNIJEWEL SPEAKERS
WIRELESS BASS MODULE
NEW $11,995

CHECK IN-STORE OR ONLINE FOR LATEST PRICES.

Action 3D Home Theatre Package

Our best value complete home theatre package includes everything you need to enjoy an epic big screen surround sound experience in your own home.

- EPSON
  FULL HD PROJECTOR
- YAMAHA
  RX-V651 A/V RECEIVER WITH BLUETOOTH
- PANASONIC
  HD DIGITAL SET TOP BOX & BLU-RAY PLAYER
- YAMAHA
  NS-S55 L.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE
NEW $5,995 PACK INSTALL$*

Impress Home Theatre Package

Our best selling theatre package lets you enjoy Dolby Atmos in your home with a full HD projector and 100” screen. Perfect for movies, sport and gaming.

- EPSON
  FULL HD PROJECTOR
- DENON
  7.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER WITH Wi-Fi & BLUETOOTH SUPPORT
- PANASONIC
  SMART NETWORK BLU-RAY PLAYER
- POLK AUDIO
  FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS (SIGNATURE 550), CENTRE SPEAKER (SIGNATURE 550), IN-CEILING SPEAKERS FOR SURROUND, IN-CEILING SPEAKERS FOR DOLBY ATMOS
NEW $7,495 PACK INSTALL$*
No Bull Theatre Package

There's only one way to enjoy all the skull cracking, gun fighting and wild explosions of the latest movie blockbuster and that's with a Klipsch Home theatre system.

AEPSON HOME THEATRE PROJECTOR (EH-TW6100)  
DENON AVR-X1300W 7.2 A/V RECEIVER WITH HEOS  
PANASONIC BLU-RAY PLAYER WITH NETFLIX  
KLIPSCH R-50F FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS, R-52C CENTRE SPEAKER, R-120SW 10" SUBWOOFER, HTS6100C IN CEILING SPEAKERS  

$8,999 FULLY INSTALLED*

Bose Designer XL Home Theatre Package

Featuring compact Bose Direct/Reflecting speakers and a powerful wireless subwoofer to deliver punchy bass during all the action scenes.

AEPSON FULL HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW5180)  
BOSE LIFESTYLE 600 HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM WITH SOUNDBRIDGE WIRELESS  
PANASONIC BLU-RAY PLAYER WITH NETFLIX  

$11,499 FULLY INSTALLED*

Impress Cinemascope Atmos Home Theatre Package

Perfect for those who love a night at the movies in wonderful widescreen. The included cinemascope screen is over 3m wide. Pass the popcorn!

EPSON HOME THEATRE PROJECTOR (EH-TW6100)  
DENON AVR-X1300W 7.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER WITH WIFI & BLUETOOTH  
PANASONIC BLU-RAY PLAYER WITH NETFLIX  
POLK AUDIO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS (SIGNATURE S650), CENTRE SPEAKER (SIGNATURE S500), IN CEILING SPEAKERS FOR SURROUND, 10" SUBWOOFER HTS10, IN-CEILING SPEAKERS FOR DOBL ATMOS, IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (VIS)  

$9,995 FULLY INSTALLED*

Epic Dolby Atmos Cinemascope Home Theatre Package

Enjoy every moment of your cinema experience with Bowers and Wilkins 600 Series speakers and a massive 3m wide screen.

EPSON FULL HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW5180)  
DENON 7.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER WITH WIFI & BLUETOOTH  
PANASONIC ULTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB9000)  
BOWERS & WILKINS FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS (S800), CENTRE SPEAKER (S800), 10" SUBWOOFER (DS1000), IN-CEILING SURROUND SPEAKERS (DS1000 IN-CEILING ATMOS SPEAKERS (DS1000)  

$16,999 FULLY INSTALLED*
**Focal Atmos X Theatre Package**

Enjoy all the action of your favourite movie, concert or video game with premium French made Focal Aria loudspeakers and Doby Atmos.

- **EPSON**
  - FULL HD 3 D PROJECTOR (PX700)

- **YAMAHA**
  - AVENTAGE 9.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER (AVENTAGE SR7010)

- **PANASONIC**
  - ULTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DMP-UB900)

- **FOCAL**
  - FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (ARIA 906), CENTRE SPEAKER (ARIA 906), SUBWOOFER (SUB 906), IN-CEILING SURROUND SPEAKERS (CHORUS ICT80), IN-CEILING ATMOS SPEAKERS (CHORUS ICT80)

**MRRP** $20,995

**FULLY INSTALLED**

**60” TV COMPARISON**

**STARLIGHT CEILING**

Raise the curtain on a whole new level of movie viewing with a Starlight Ceiling. Featuring fibre optic stars, it not only creates a stunning, mesmerising atmosphere for your home theatre but also helps enhance the sound.

**LINGER HOME THEATRE SEATING**

Nothing dampens an entertainment experience quite like an uncomfortable seat. Our range of luxury home theatre seating comes packed with features: power reclining, storage space and cup holders, power headrests, USB ports, removable trays and an exclusive app to keep all your popcorn in one place.

**ACOUSTIC WALL CURTAINS**

Acoustic Wall Curtains are perfect for blocking out sound and light, and can be motorised allowing you to control them from your smart phone or tablet. Made of heavy duty, acoustically absorbent fabric to keep the sound in your home theatre, not next door.

**ACOUSTIC TREATMENT AND WALL ART**

An acoustic sound treatment can dramatically improve the acoustics of any home theatre. Available in a range of colours and finishes, allowing you to find the perfect balance of elegance and functionality, they can even be matched to your audio/video equipment and room decor.

**GLOW SCREEN**

Give your cinema screen the attention it deserves with an attention grabbing LED light behind it. Now you can fully complement your home cinema’s design and decor whilst dramatically enhancing the room’s ambiance. Available in a choice of colours and settings.

**Hollywood 4K Home Theatre Package**

This package includes the Sony VPL-VW275ES projector which delivers strikingly sharp Ultra HD 4K projected onto a massive 120” screen.

- **SONY**
  - ULTRA HD 3 D PROJECTOR (VPL-VW275ES)

- **MARANTZ**
  - 9.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER (SR8012)

- **PANASONIC**
  - ULTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DMP-UB900)

- **BOWERS AND WILKINS**
  - 703 S2 FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS, HTM807 CENTRE SPEAKER, 702 SURROUND SPEAKERS, CS684 SURROUND BACK IN CEILING SPEAKERS, CM844 ATMOS IN CEILING SPEAKERS, CS684 SUBWOOFER

**MRRP** $27,995

**FULLY INSTALLED**

**60” TV COMPARISON**

**STEP UP TO THE VIP CINEMA EXPERIENCE**

If you really want to bring the cinema experience home then our VIP cinema upgrades are what you’re looking for.

**EPSON**

FULL HD 3 D PROJECTOR (PX700)

**YAMAHA**

AVENTAGE 9.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER (AVENTAGE SR7010)
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ULTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DMP-UB900)

**FOCAL**

FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (ARIA 906), CENTRE SPEAKER (ARIA 906), SUBWOOFER (SUB 906), IN-CEILING SURROUND SPEAKERS (CHORUS ICT80), IN-CEILING ATMOS SPEAKERS (CHORUS ICT80)
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**FULLY INSTALLED**

**60” TV COMPARISON**
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Looking for the perfect projector for your Home Cinema? From Full High Definition projectors to the latest Ultra HD 4K models, we stock the largest range of projectors in Perth from all the major brands.

**EPSON**

**TW-9300 HOME THEATRE PROJECTOR**

Engineered for accurate, colour-rich performance, the Epson TW9300 offers leading-edge projection technologies. Featuring 4K Enhancement, this professional theatre projector supports 4K streaming devices and Ultra HD Blu-ray™ content. It’s also compatible with High Dynamic Range (HDR) content, displaying an extraordinary range of brightness levels with deep, dramatic blacks and comes with a 3-year warranty.

$4,799**TM**

**EPSON TW5600** $1,199**TM**

The newest model from Epson offers amazing colours, incredible detail and solid reliability.

**SONY VPL-VW42ES** $3,799**TM**

With a bright, accurate picture in 2D and much improved 3D performance, this is a strong contender in the home video space.

**SONY VPL-VW270ES** $7,999**TM**

Designed for your home cinema and living room, delivering stunning, detailed images and incredibly-sharp colour—never before.

**SONY VPL-VW570ES** $11,999**TM**

Imagine bringing the truly cinematic quality of 4K into your own home. With high brightness, you’re guaranteed an exceptional picture.

**SONY VPL-VW670ES** $21,900**TM**

An unforgettable experience, whatever you’re watching and the ideal choice for your home cinema room, that brings video to life.

Find the TV you’re looking for with our expert advice. Experience, discover and understand the possibilities with our 4K Ultra HD LED TVs, QLED and OLED TVs.

**LED TVs**

The oldest and most expensive panel technology, using ‘light-emitting diodes’ behind the liquid crystals to produce rich and vibrant colours.

- **PANASONIC 49” FX600 4K ULTRA HD LED LCD SMART TV**
- **SONY VPL-VW42ES** $3,799**TM**
- **SONY VPL-VW270ES** $7,999**TM**
- **SONY VPL-VW570ES** $11,999**TM**
- **SONY VPL-VW670ES** $21,900**TM**

**QLED TVs**

Incredibly thin because each dot has its own light source delivering the brightest whites and the darkest blacks.

- **PANASONIC 49” FX600 4K ULTRA HD LED LCD SMART TV**
- **SONY 55” QF7 4K ULTRA HD QLED SMART TV**
- **SONY 65” QF7 4K ULTRA HD QLED SMART TV**
- **SAMSUNG 75” NU7000 ULTRA HD LED SMART TV**

**OLED TVs**

Powered by ‘quantum dot’ technology, which translates to longer-lasting displays and true-to-life colour palettes.

- **PANASONIC 55” MASTER OLED 4K ULTRA HD TV TH50FZ980U**
- **PANASONIC 55” MASTER OLED 4K ULTRA HD TV TH50FZ980U**
- **PANASONIC 55” QF7 4K ULTRA HD QLED SMART TV**
- **PANASONIC 55” NU7000 ULTRA HD LED SMART TV**

The oldest and least expensive panel technology, using ‘light-emitting diodes’ behind the liquid crystals to produce rich and vibrant colours.

Incredibly thin because each dot has its own light source delivering the brightest whites and the darkest blacks.

- **PANASONIC 55” MASTER OLED 4K ULTRA HD TV TH50FZ980U**
- **PANASONIC 55” MASTER OLED 4K ULTRA HD TV TH50FZ980U**
- **PANASONIC 55” QF7 4K ULTRA HD QLED SMART TV**
- **PANASONIC 55” NU7000 ULTRA HD LED SMART TV**
Hi-Fi Packages

We love listening to real music, the way the band wanted us to hear it. When you’re listening to authentic sound at West Coast HiFi, you’ll get professional advice from the experts in Home Entertainment.

**Yamaha MusicCast Hi-Fi Package**
Classic Hi-Fi meets wireless audio streaming. The Yamaha RN602 offers support for Spotify Connect, Pandora and Bluetooth audio streaming while still providing all the connectivity needed on any Hi-Fi system including a phono input for a turntable.

**$2,697**

**Rotel and Polk Package**
The Rotel A02 delivers 60W of power per channel, more than enough to drive the Polk Audio Signature 20 Bookshelf speakers and RC015 CSD player.

**$2,747**

**Marantz and B&W Hi-Fi Package**
Experience Stereo Sound with the Marantz CD Player and Integrated Amplifier paired with the versatile Bower & Wilkins 605 S2 speakers.

**$3,346**

**Cambridge and B&W Hi-Fi Package**
This modern Hi-Fi system combines the power of the CXA80 Amplifier with the Cambridge Audio CXN Streamer.

**$6,407**

**Marantz and Focal Package**
Enjoy all of your high RES streaming and other Hi-Fi sources through this amazing Marantz High current amplifier/streamer package.

**$9,790**

**Yamaha NS/WS Speaker Package**
For total enjoyment of digital movie sound and music sources.

**$2,999**

Speaker Packs

We take all the guesswork out of choosing the best speaker combinations. Everything is matched to give you a great blend of performance, with all the key elements that will create an awesome home entertainment experience and deliver the subtle details that we all want when playing our favourite tunes.

**Focal Chorus 600 Series 5.1 Package**
A superior 5.1 speaker package at a never before available price. Perfect for the home theatre.

**$3,800**

**Polk Signature S 5.1 Speaker Package**
An outstanding package that delivers Polk’s premium performance at an affordable price.

**$2,499**

**B&W 500 Series Package**
A surround sound experience that brings you close to the music and movie you love.

**$5,446**

**Focal Chorus 600 Series Package**
When the quality of your music matters, the 700 series will deliver.

**$9,699**

**Klipsch R-8200 Home Theatre Speaker Package**
Bring your music to life as you fill your room with amazing detail and clarity.

**$3,999**

**Rotel and Polk Package $2,747**

**Marantz and B&W $3,346**

**Cambridge and B&W $6,407**

**Marantz and Focal $9,790**

**Yamaha NS/WS $2,999**

**Focal Chorus 600 Series 5.1 $3,800**

**Polk Signature S 5.1 $2,499**

**B&W 500 Series $5,446**

**Focal Chorus 600 Series $9,699**

**Klipsch R-8200 $3,999**

We take all the guesswork out of choosing the best speaker combinations. Everything is matched to give you a great blend of performance, with all the key elements that will create an awesome home entertainment experience and deliver the subtle details that we all want when playing our favourite tunes.
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HEOS BY DENON

HOME CINEMA SOUND BAR
Unleash dramatic sound from your favourite TV shows, movies and music tracks with true wide range high fidelity audio.

$999***

HEOS BY DENON

5.1 HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER
This beautifully styled multi-channel soundbar plays cloud music, music stored on your phone or tablet, plus USB and NAS source, too. Be greedy, you’re covered.

$649***

HEOS BY DENON

7.1 HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER
Amazing sound from a compact, portable speaker.

$999***

HEOS BY DENON

SOUNDBAR 700
Designed to be the world’s best soundbar. Feel the full power in every moment of your favourite music, movies, and TV shows. With premium materials and exquisite craftsmanship, the Soundbar 700 is designed to look as good as it sounds, now with Alexa built in.

$1,199***

BOSE

SOUNDBAR 500
With a thin profile designed to fit discreetly under the TV screen, its powerful acoustics will fill the room with sound.

$799***

BOSE

HOME SPEAKER 500
Delivers wall-to-wall stereo sound from a single speaker. Built-in voice control from Alexa puts songs, playlists, and more at the tip of your tongue.

$550***

BOSE

SOUNDTOUCH WIRELESS OUTDOOR SPEAKER SYSTEM WITH 5.1 SPEAKERS
Listen to your favourite music with full stereo sound while you’re relaxing in your backyard, under the patio or by the pool.

$1,268***

BOSE

SOUNDTOUCH WIRELESS SPEAKER
Available from a compact, portable speaker.

$229***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS 1 HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER
Amazing sound from a compact, portable speaker.

$649***

YAMAHA

MCR-N870 HIFI SYSTEM
Performance, innovation, luxury and convenience with all the high sound quality you demand.

$637***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS ONE HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER
This beautifully styled middle sized speaker plays cloud music, music stored on your phone or tablet, plus USB and NAS source, too. Be greedy, you’re covered.

$251***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS THREE HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER
This compact but full-feared speaker plays cloud music, music stored on your phone or tablet, plus USB and NAS source, too. Be greedy, you’re covered.

$499***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS SEVEN HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER
Bigger is better when it’s time to party. Ideal for large rooms and open areas such as living rooms, patios and open-plan homes.

$999***

YAMAHA

MCR-Q210 WIRELESS SPEAKER
Able to be used as a standalone speaker, paired, or acting as surround speakers with a compatible MusicCast AV receiver or sound bar.

$349***

SONOS

POLK IN CEILING SPEAKERS
Sonos is famous for its unlimited capacity to excite with the world’s best music choice. Add Polk Audio speakers and you have a near invisible footprint that delivers pitch perfect music.

$1,147***

SONOS

AMPLIFIER & FLOOR TO CEILING SPEAKERS

$598***

SONOS

PLAYBAR & SUBSONOS PLAY: FIVE

$1,998***

SONOS

ONE ROOM MUSIC SYSTEM WITH AMAZON ALEXA
Pair two together for instant stereo sound, add a Sub for deep bass, or pair with your TV’s Playbar or Playbase for epic home theatre surround sound.

$598***

SONOS

PLAYBAR & SONOS SUB BUNDLE
Simple to set up, easy to use and guaranteed to fill the room with awesome sound quality.

$1,147***

SONOS

PLAYBAR & SONOS SUB BUNDLE

$1,198***

SONOS

AMPLIFIER & FLOOR TO CEILING SPEAKERS

$1,147***

SONOS

PLAY: FIVE

$1,998***

SONOS

PLAYBAR & SONOS SUB BUNDLE

$1,198***

SONOS

PLAYBAR & SONOS SUB BUNDLE

$1,198***

SONOS

PLAYBAR & SUB

$1,198***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS ONE HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER

$251***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS THREE HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER

$499***

HEOS BY DENON

HEOS SEVEN HS2 WIRELESS SPEAKER

$649***

YAMAHA

MUSICCAST BAR WIRELESS SOUNDBAR WITH DTS:X
Elevate your home cinema experience with exhilarating DTS Virtual: X™ surround sound.

$799***

YAMAHA

MUSICCAST EXPAND WRA80 + WSC600 PACK
Grow your wireless multi-room audio system one room at a time with this brilliant starter pack.

$637***

YAMAHA

MUSICCAST MICRO HIFI SYSTEM
Performance, innovation, luxury and convenience with all the high sound quality you demand.

$637***

YAMAHA

WX-H210 MUSICECAST 20 WIRELESS SPEAKER
Able to be used as a standalone speaker, paired, or acting as surround speakers with a compatible MusicCast AV receiver or sound bar.

$1,147***

CHECK IN-STORE OR ONLINE FOR LATEST PRICES.
**Micro Systems**

Big sound? Think small.

Mini Hi-Fi systems are great for anyone looking for powerful hi-fi at an affordable price. They offer some serious power for room or house-filling audio.

---

**Outdoors Speakers**

We have all your outdoor entertainment needs sorted with a large selection of outdoor speakers.

- **Yamaha Outdoor Speakers (in-weather)**
  - $299**

- **Bowers & Wilkins in-ceiling speakers (in-weather)**
  - $369**

- **Polk Atrium 4® in-ceiling speakers (in-weather)**
  - $449**

- **Bowers & Wilkins Virtually Invisible® SRi**
  - $669**

- **Bowers & Wilkins Free Space® 5.1**
  - $799**

---

**Bluetooth Speakers**

With durable designs and impressive battery life, you can bring these portable speakers wherever the music wants to take you – out and about or around the home.

- **Bose Soundlink Micro Bluetooth Speaker**
  - $169**

- **Bose Soundlink Revolve+® Bluetooth® Speaker**
  - $439**

- **Cambridge Audio Yoyo M Stereo Bluetooth® Speaker**
  - $499**

---

**Ultra HD Blu-Ray Players**

The perfect companion for your 4K projector or television. Still plays Blu-Ray, DVD & CD but allows you to unlock the capabilities of your 4K TV.

- **Panasonic DP-UB9000 Ultra HD Blu-ray Player**
  - $1,649**

- **Panasonic DP-UB9000 Ultra HD Blu-ray Dish Player**
  - $849**

---

**PANASONIC**

DP-UB9000 Ultra HD Blu-ray Player

Panasonic adds to its illustrious Blu-ray history with the DP-UB9000 disc spinner, a gloriously engineered high-end machine compatible with Ultra HD Blu-ray. The user-adjustable HDR Optimiser tool improves the delivery of UHD HDR content, while a THX/32-bit DAC serves up a premium stereo audio experience.

---

**CHECK IN-STORE OR ONLINE FOR LATEST PRICES.**
AV Receivers

The hub of your home theatre system.

All video and audio sources are connected through your AV Receiver, including your surround sound speakers. We carry all the leading brands including Yamaha, Marantz and Denon.

Headphones

Whatever style or price of headphone you’re looking for, West Coast HiFi is sure to have a suitable solution.

BOSE

QuietComfort 35 Acoustic Noise Cancellation Bluetooth Headphones

QuietComfort 35 wireless headphones are engineered with world-class noise cancellation. And now they’ve even better with direct access to Amazon Alexa and the Google Assistant for simple voice control on the go. Your music. Your voice. You’re in control. Free yourself from wires and connect easily to your devices with Bluetooth® and NFC pairing.

$499***

Turntables

Whether you’re dusting off your old vinyl collection or you’re an enthusiast looking to upgrade, we can give you all the right advice and show you a range of turntables to suit any budget.

MARANTZ

$2,280***

YAMAHA

$3,899***

YAMAHA

$3,899***

YAMAHA

$1,999***
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$559***
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DENON
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DENON
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DENON
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$1,299***

DENON

$995***

MARANTZ

$286***

MARANTZ

$600***

REGA

$628***

REGA

$799***

REGA

$899***

REGA

$1,999***

BOSS

$229***

BOSE

$299***

BOSE

$499***

SENHEISER

$199***

SENHEISER

$499***

BOWERS & WILKINS

$549***
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$899***

REGA
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$286***
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$600***
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REGA

$628***
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$799***
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$899***

REGA

$1,999***

AV Receivers

The hub of your home theatre system.

All video and audio sources are connected through your AV Receiver, including your surround sound speakers. We carry all the leading brands including Yamaha, Marantz and Denon.

Headphones

Whatever style or price of headphone you’re looking for, West Coast HiFi is sure to have a suitable solution.

BOSE

QuietComfort 35 Acoustic Noise Cancellation Bluetooth Headphones

QuietComfort 35 wireless headphones are engineered with world-class noise cancellation. And now they’ve even better with direct access to Amazon Alexa and the Google Assistant for simple voice control on the go. Your music. Your voice. You’re in control. Free yourself from wires and connect easily to your devices with Bluetooth® and NFC pairing.

$499***

Turntables

Whether you’re dusting off your old vinyl collection or you’re an enthusiast looking to upgrade, we can give you all the right advice and show you a range of turntables to suit any budget.

DENON

$995***

MARANTZ

$286***

MARANTZ

$600***

REGA

$628***

REGA

$799***

REGA

$899***

REGA

$1,999***

DENON

$995***
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$286***

MARANTZ

$600***

REGA

$628***

REGA

$799***

REGA

$899***

REGA

$1,999***

REGA

$628***

AV Receivers

The hub of your home theatre system.

All video and audio sources are connected through your AV Receiver, including your surround sound speakers. We carry all the leading brands including Yamaha, Marantz and Denon.

Headphones

Whatever style or price of headphone you’re looking for, West Coast HiFi is sure to have a suitable solution.

BOSE

QuietComfort 35 Acoustic Noise Cancellation Bluetooth Headphones

QuietComfort 35 wireless headphones are engineered with world-class noise cancellation. And now they’ve even better with direct access to Amazon Alexa and the Google Assistant for simple voice control on the go. Your music. Your voice. You’re in control. Free yourself from wires and connect easily to your devices with Bluetooth® and NFC pairing.

$499***

Turntables

Whether you’re dusting off your old vinyl collection or you’re an enthusiast looking to upgrade, we can give you all the right advice and show you a range of turntables to suit any budget.

DENON

$995***

MARANTZ

$286***

MARANTZ

$600***

REGA

$628***

REGA

$799***

REGA

$899***

REGA

$1,999***

DENON

$995***

MARANTZ

$286***

MARANTZ

$600***

REGA

$628***

REGA

$799***

REGA

$899***

REGA

$1,999***
There are lots of ‘smart’ products available today, but it isn’t until all of your devices work together in orchestration that you experience the real magic of a smart home. With Control4 you can coordinate all the technology in your home into a single system with one-touch control.

HOME THEATRE
Ready to impress your guests? Press the ‘movie’ button on your remote and the projector screen descends, the Blu-Ray player rises up, the surround sound is activated and the lights dim. Add some immersive, high-resolution audio and high-definition video and you’ll have a jaw-dropping home cinema that rivals any commercial cinema.

INTERFACE
How would you like to control and interact with your home? A handheld remote for your video experience, a touch screen to browse and play music, or a keypad to manage lights, shades, audio and more? Or would you prefer no interface at all, and rather use voice control? Whatever your choice, we can make it easy.

EVERY ROOM AUDIO
Stream high-resolution music anywhere, or everywhere. Wake up in the morning listening to your favourite Pandora channel, or walk in the door at the end of a long day to your favourite Napster playlist. With our Triad audio solutions, you’ll enjoy an elevated sound experience anywhere from the kitchen to the pergola.

MULTI-ROOM VIDEO
Deliver superior sound, stunning video and an incredible entertainment experience in every room throughout the house. Share your entire movie library, streaming video and satellite channels in every room with no need for set-top boxes and multiple video sources.

VOICE-CONTROLLED LIGHTING
Ask Alexa to light the way when you walk into the house with your arms full. Set the mood by asking Alexa to lower the dining room lights to 40%. Or turn off every light at once from the comfort of your bed when it’s time to turn in.

BLINDS & SHADES
Raise, lower or tilt individual window coverings or a grouping of motorised blinds or shades in your home. Control works with some of the world’s leading shade manufacturers to ensure a seamless experience through manual control or by automated settings.

INTERCOM ANYWHERE
You’re overseas and someone needs urgent access to your home. No problem. When they press the intercom on your gate or front door you can give them instant access using your smart phone or tablet. Or use it to call any touchscreen in the home to see how your kids are doing. It’s the perfect blend of peace of mind and home control.

We will take the time to show you what is on offer, what system will suit your needs, answer any questions you have and give you an informed unbiased opinion.

Make your presentations come alive in the boardroom. Create dedicated music zones throughout the workplace. Inform and entertain with projected, multi or large screen vision and sound systems to match. From security, energy management, lighting and climate control to multi-room audio and vision, discover full workplace integration that’s all connected and easy to use. We can plan, schedule, deliver, professionally install and provide operating advice.

Contact your nearest West Coast HiFi Store for a FREE consultation in-store or we can come to you.

WE DO:
- BOARDROOMS
- OFFICES
- LECTURE THEATRES
- HOTELS
- RESTAURANTS
- CAFES
- DEALS
- SPORTS CLUBS
- HOSPITALS
- SCHOOLS
- AND MORE!

Commercial installations? Yes, we’re experts in that too.

Take control in your home with Control4
What makes us the experts in home entertainment?

West Coast HiFi has been locally owned and operating for more than 25 years. All our staff have in-depth product knowledge, as well as the expertise to assess what will best suit each customer’s needs based on individual circumstances and budget. With our experienced audio-visual team we are perfectly placed to ensure that you get the right advice and the right product selection to create the perfect in-home experience.

These are just some of the ways we make your West Coast HiFi experience better.

**Guarantee applies where the other retailer’s final price, inclusive of delivery, taxes, fees and charges, is lower than our price on the day that the price guarantee is requested and that the item is available in a West Coast HiFi store.**

Should you ever find a competitor offering the same item advertised at a lower price - and available in a physical store in Western Australia - we’ll match that price. Guaranteed.**

To ensure you get the right solution for your home, we created sound rooms in our stores so you can test for sound quality, detail and balance, and appreciate the design and functionality of the products and brands we offer.

West Coast HiFi offer a range of finance options to suit your needs. Our 24 Months Interest Free option is available all year. Alternative options exist and vary at different times of the year. Please ask our sales team for assistance.

Every day of the year, our stores offer a range of clearance items with massive savings across a broad selection of brands and products. Each store carries different clearance stock at any one time. Look for the Clearance Centre on our website or ask in-store.

As the ‘Experts in Home Cinema’ we have our own teams of professional installers who can deliver, set up and install your new home cinema and help with operating advice to give you the ultimate home entertainment experience.

With our obligation-free initial consultation, our audio-visual specialists offer unbiased recommendations and solutions that ensure the final result is unique to you, your environment and lifestyle.

**Terms and conditions apply, see in-store for details.

Catalogue prices while stocks last. Not all stores stock all products, however we will attempt to acquire. Pics for illustration purpose only. Discounted prices are off RRP.

SHOP IN-STORE FOR EXPERT ADVICE:
CANNINGTON  1456 Albany Hwy, 9356 2177  (SUN 11am–4pm)
JOONDALUP  181 Winton Rd, 9300 0601  (SUN 11am–4pm)
MALAGA  643 Marshall Rd, 9248 3111  (SUN 11am–4pm)
MIDLAND  Cnr Clayton & Lloyd St, 9374 0388  (SUN 11am–4pm)
O’CONNOR  289 Stock Rd, 9331 4711  (SUN 12–4pm)
OSBORNE PARK  443 Scarborough Beach Rd, 9443 5553
ROCKINGHAM  4-6 Commodore Dve, 9527 7474

Catalogue prices while stocks last. Not all stores stock all products, however we will attempt to acquire. Pics for illustration purpose only. Discounted prices are off RRP. **Terms and conditions apply, see in-store for details.